uxx-u,y=g (x, y, u, ux, u~,) . (2) 1. The Modified Problem 1. Modified Problem. We shall first associate with (1) the following analogous weaker problem or modified problem:
Given two periodic functions Uo(X), vo(y) of class C I in (-0% +oo) and of period T,
Uo(X + T)=uo(x), Vo(X + T)=vo(X),
determine a function b(x, y) continuous with its partial derivatives bx, by, bxy, two functions m(y) and n(x) both continuous, and a constant p, such that 
b(x+T,y)=b(x,y)=b(x,y+T), m(x+T)=m(x), n(y+T)=n(y), T T ~m(y)dy=O, [. n(x)dx=O,
For this modified problem we shall prove theorems of existence, uniqueness, and continuous dependence on the boundary values and parameters. In (4) we assume
f(x+ T,y,z,p,q)=f(x,y,z,p,q)=f(x,y+ T,z,p,q).
Then Criteria for this occurrence are given in Sections 12--19. 
Theorem I (existence theorem for the modified problem
if
Uo(X ), O<x< T, vo(y), O<y< T, are vector functions which are continuous with U' o (x), V' o (y), if f(x, y, z, p, q), (x, y, z, p, q) ~ R, is continuous in R, and uo(T)=uo(0), vo(T)=vo(O)=O, u~(T)= u~(0), V'o(T)=v'o(O),
iUo (0) (7) f(T, y, z, p, q) =f(0, y, z, p, q), f(x, T, z, p, q) =f(x, 0, z, p, q),
If(x, y, z, p, q)l<=L, (9) If(x, y, z, Pl, ql)-f(x, y, z, P2, q2)[ --< bl I Pl --P2 [ + b2 I qt -q2 l;
then for 2Tbl<l, 2Tb2<l,
there exist a vector function go(x,y), (x,y)ed, continuous in ,4 together with go., goy, goxy, continuous vector functions re(y), O<y<T, n(x), O<_x<_T, and a constant #, such that
go(x, O)=go(x, T)=uo(x), ~py(x, O)=goy(x, T),

rp(O, y)=go(T, y)=uo(O)+vo(y), gox(O, y)=gox(T, y),
m(O)=m(T), n(O)=n(T),
go~ y (x, y) =f (x, y, go (x, y), go~ (x, y), goy (x, y))-m (y) -n (x) -/z, 3. Prom of Theorem 1. First let us note that relations (11), (12), (14), (15), imply (16), (17), (18) . Indeed, by integration of (14) on A, we deduce (16). Then, by integration of (14) again on O<x<T, or on O<y<T, we deduce (17) and (18), respectively. Note that (8) , (11), (12), (17), (18) imply (13), and that (16), (17), (18) imply (15).
Let us first prove that every vector function q~(x,y), (x,y)eA, satisfying
also satisfies the relations where
Indeed, we have, for O<_x<T, O<y<T,
Analogously, we have
Analogously, we prove that
Finally, for 0 <= x, y < T/2,
Analogous reasoning holds for (x, y) in the remaining quadrants of A. Thus
I~p(x,y)l<__M1, (x,y)eA. We have proved that relations (19) imply (20). Also, the vector functions tp(x, y) satisfying (20) are all Lipschitzian in A, and hence have partial derivatives tpx, ~oy a.e. in A satisfying I ~ox I < ME, [ r ~ Ma a.e. in A.
The vector function f(x, y, z, p, q) is continuous in R. Hence, there are continuous monotone functions 0)1(00, 0)2(fl), 0)a(7) in [0, +oo) such that 0)1(0)= 0) 2 (0) = 0)3 (0) = 0, and 
is defined everywhere in A and is continuous in A. On the other hand, by (6) , (8), (19), (25), (26), (27), (28), (29), we have with the usual conventions
0(x, 0)=0(x, T)=Uo(X), 0y(x, 0)=0,(x, T),
In other words ~= oj-cp for r satisfies relations (19) and, hence, relations (20) as proved above. Also, we have 
We have now from (29) 
Formulas (33), (34), (35) show that r tpy are also uniformly Lipschitzian and so is tp, y=f-m-n-l~. 
besides the trivial solution ~p l(x, y)= 0, has also the solution r (x, y)= (16 n 4) -1 x sin4n x sin 4 n y, 0<x, y< 1, and both satisfy the boundary conditions. Here we have ml(y)=m2(y)=O, nl(x)=n2(x)=O. Note that we may take N=N 1 =N2=0 , L= 1, MI = 1, M2= M 3 =2, bl =bz =0. All conditions of Theorem I are satisfied.
6. The Lipsehitzian Case. We shall assume now that o93 (V)= bol~ I, so that f is now Lipschitzian in z, p, q with constants bo, b~, b2. In this situation, for given boundary values Uo(X), Vo(X) and different functions ~p:, ~P2 e K we have 
[~(x,y)-~'2x(x,y)[, [~lr(x,y)-~2y(x,y)l<6T(bo+b~+b2)[ltpl-tP2[I.
Thus II r
If we assume now that The boundary values are represented by the pair of functions w = (u o (x), v o (y)) of class C ~ and satisfying (6) and (7) . Therefore, they form a subset & of the linear space of all w of class C 1 satisfying (6) only, and we take in this linear space the norm
T(T+2)(bo
The solution of the problem (11)- (18) is actually the system W= [~p (x, y), m (y), n(x),/~]. These quadruples also can be thought of as imbedded in a linear space on which we take the norm
We shall prove that the solution, or system W, is a continuous function ~-of the boundary values, or system w, and we write
W=~w, wE~.
We shall need the numbers 
We shall denote by F 1 and F 2 the functions F relative to 971 and 972. Then we have
I TT I
and hence
fl, ?<=e+ T(bou+blfl+b2?+6+6' +6").
Relations (41) 
<2A-l(e+6Tbo~).
~<2A-l(e+6Tbo or).
Fo Since the number k defined in (40) lies in the interval 0 < k< 1, we have
This proves that ~, fl, y, 6, 6', 6"~0 as e~0 uniformly in K. Theorem lII is thereby proved. 
T-alvo(y) dy = -Z~'." 0 1
If we apply formally the method of successive approximations of Section 10 to equation (46) with initial values Uo(X), Vo(y), we obtain at the first approximation and preserving only the terms in e, namely a quadruple [tp o, e too, e no,
/to], with ~Oo, too, no,/to given by xy 
tPo(X , y)=Uo(X)+vo(y)+e S S [Fo(~, q)-mo(~)-no(q)-/to] d~ dr o o (48)
T
no(x)=aoo+K2(x)+Cuo(x)+eoU'o(X)+ c -7s -~to, T co tq (y)= r-l I O(~, y)d~--aoo,~,(ao.cos nog y + bo.sin no9 y),
v(y) = vo (y) + ~ ~ "~ ~ ('~s cos s og y + &~ sin s o) y) . 1 1
If we require po=0, mo(Y)=0, no(x)=O, then relations (49) reduce to
Cv(y)+gov'(y)= -xl(y),
Cu(x)+eou'(x)= -xz(x).
For e o = 0, we have
for eo + 0, we have Under the conditions of Criterion I we shall require that these functions be interior points of the set defined by relations (7) of Theorem I. (50) and (55) are of class C ~ with Lipschitzian first derivatives, and
u(x)=exp(-eg 1Cx) g +eff 1S exp(eg 1C~)x2(~)dr ,
then there is some ~o, 0 < ~o--< ~o, such that equation (46) [[w [[=max[u(x) [+maxlu'(x) [+maxJv(y)l+max [v'(y) [. 
aoo+C ~o-~-?~-~(e)=O.
For e o = 0 we have u (x) = -C-1 (x2 (x) + ~ (x, 5).; (58) for eo + 0 we have Note that these functions, when we take r~ = fi = 0, reduce to U(x) and V(y) respectively, and thus the convergence of the series ~ ~., Y',~. of Section 12 is proved above.
u(x)=exp(-eol C x) IK + eol i exp(eoI C ~)(x2(O+ n(~, 5))d ~ ],
Actually, for every w=[u(x), v(y)]eS, we can first determine m, n, # as in Theorems I, II, III, using the method of successive approximations of Section 10; then we determine r~, h, and finally the second members of formulae (58), (59), We have already chosen the uniform topology of class C 1 on w and 9 by means of (56). Let us choose the uniform topology of class C o on rn, n as in Theorem III, as well as on rh, ft. We know already from Theorem III that m, n are continuous functions of w, and so are r~, ft. The second members of (58), (59), (60), (62) define continuous functions of n5, ft. Thus ~" is a continuous function of w for weS in the topology defined by (56).
By Theorems I, II, III we know that re(y, 5) , n(x, 5) are Lipschitzian functions.
The same property holds for nq(y, 5), fi(x, 5), but these functions -as well as their Lipschitzian constants -have a uniform bound of the form M 5 for some M>0 and all [el<%. Then, by choosing convenient constants k, kl, we have Uxy=f (x, y, u, ux, uy) , (63) f=~(x, y)+Cu+~l(y)ux+~k2(x)uy+sg (x, y, u, u:,, uy) , where 8 is a small parameter, and ~, ~bl, ~2, g are as in Section 12. We assume here that, for 8=0, equation (63) 
I~'o-U'l<ka~, I~d-V'l<k15, [~o(xO-U(x,)-~o(Xz)+U(x2)l<kl~,
then there is some Co, 0 < ~o < 8o, such that equation (63) 
wheref is periodic in t and ~ of period T. Then the transformation t=x+y, ~=x-y, 
and F is periodic of period T in x and y. Theorems I, II, III and the criteria should now be applied to (66). Other transformations beside (65) can be used.
As an example, let us consider the equation 
utt-ur 4)+Cou+21(t,~)ut+22(t, 4)uc]+52 g(t,~,u, ut,ur
Ba = A I Co(E D I + D E1) + A x( A + A') (D DI-E E1) +
B D2 + C E2)+ ,42(A-A') (C D2-B E2) , ,41=(C2 +(A + A')2) -1, A2=(C20+(A-A')2) -t
Uo(t, 4) = -2-t(Dt-E1)cos(t +~)-2-t(Dl + Et)sin (t +4) --2-t (D 2 _ E2 ) cos (t-~)-2-t (D 2 + E2 ) sin (t-4).
Thus, for all [el sufficiently small equation (75) has a periodic solution of period 2n in t and ~ of the form u(t, r 4)+0(5).
22. Remark. In the autonomous case, that is, whenf does not depend on x and y, then $ =aoo, ~,t =eo, ~k 2 =go, g=g (u, ux, uy) . It is easy to verify that the periodic solution r of equation (46), whose existence is proved by Criterion I, is a constant.
Concerning Criterion II, let us note first that equation (63) for ~o = C-1 I ao o I < M1, there is a unique ~o = ~ (0) = C-a such that aoo 2)=~o, =0 satisfy the equation ao o+C ~+e g(),, 0, 0)=0,
and thus there is some e2, 0<ee<el, and a constant 7=V(e) such that (78) is satisfied for 151 < ~2. Then equation (76) is satisfied for ~ = 0 by the constant function r V(y)=~o, with U=)'o, V=0 and equation (76) is satisfied for [ ~ [ < e2 by the constant function ~o (x, y) = V (e).
